
Fall & Spring Survey Results 
Thank you to those who responded to the 2022 season surveys.  We had 69 responses during the 
Spring and 54 in the Fall.  Below are a few suggestions/comments/questions that we’d like to 
provide feedback for that may help to answer your concerns and also to let you know how we 
may be addressing them in the 2023 season. 
 
FALL  
What went well? (what should we continue to do as a program)  

- Two days a week was great at first grade age. 
- Having Fall Ball option was great; playing other towns added a new dimension to create 

some fun.  Playing Friday nights was enjoyable for the kids. 
- Practice time and game time components. Tuesday/Saturday schedule. 
- Great to have time dedicated to teaching fundamentals and getting kids better. (3rd 

Grade) 
- Not pulling pitchers but instead ending the inning after 5 runs.  That was a great way to 

get out of the inning without killing the pitchers confidence (3rd Grade) 
- Skills in smaller groups that were rotated (2nd grade) 
- Allowing “non-competitive” programs (Majors) 
- small groups that change to focus on concepts so they understand. It’s a big jump from 

grade 2 to 3 and feel this set up is more improved. (1st/2nd grade softball) 
- I think the split between drills and game play was perfect (1st/2nd grade baseball) 
- The kids had fun and the 2 inning games are just right.  The race at the end is the best!!  

(1st/2nd grade baseball) (MYBS AGREES, THE END OF PRACTICE RACE IS GREAT!) 
- Talent seemed to be distributed fairly across Medfield teams, Using adult umpires when 

possible (Majors) 
 
What did not go well? (what should we stop doing as a program) 

- Dead time.  Game too slow with all the walks (Grade 3) 
o We understand that baseball can be slow 

- “Having 3 teams to a field.”, “Too many teams on each field.” (1st/2nd grade baseball) 
o This Fall we had the largest turnout for the Fall 1st and 2nd grade program (93 

players), compared to 67 in 2021, 58 in 2020, and 70 in 2019.    
Growth is a good thing! So we will be looking to reserve more fields or rotate ‘off 
weeks’ to avoid this in the Fall of 2023. 

- Unbalanced teams with the majority being one grade or another, not putting players in 
true field positions 

o We do our best to make teams, in the older levels we use coach feedback from 
previous seasons to help build teams (for majors we hold a player draft).  As for 
the fielding positions, that is up to the coaches how they want to handle this, we 
suggest talking to coaches and asking why they chose to do this. 

- there was too much baseball throughout the week. In my opinion, it should be 2 session 
per week max. it was expected that the kids attend the "optional" session monday. (3rd 
grade) 



o Participation in optional should be just that, we try to provide as much 
opportunity to all, but understand that not everyone will be able to make each 
event. 

- There was a comment was made on coach commitments, and missing time/requesting 
help we removed exact quote to avoid identifying anyone in particular. 

o Grade coordinators will address commitment levels for volunteers and ensure 
that those who cannot make events are not paired up together 

- Team needed practices as well as games bc that’s where a lot of the fundamental 
improvement happens; spring baseball also needs consistent practices for same reason 
(7th grade) 

o This was the first year for 50/70 baseball so we understand that there is a big 
shift with leading, pick off moves, steals, etc.  Practice time is up to the coach’s 
availability, we do ask a lot of our coach volunteers, so we may look into joint 
practices to maximize attendance and practice opportunities.  

- Practice before the games made for a long day. (3rd/4th softball) 
o Warm ups/ Practice generally happen for 30-45 minutes in both baseball and 

softball, I’m not sure how we can address this. 
- fix the bases - the fields often had a problem with the bases staying in the ground (3rd 

grade) 
o In the Fall of 2021 we ordered new bases similar to Metacomet (cement anchors 

with breakaway bases to avoid leg injury).  Due to supply chain issues this order 
was on hold and we eventually cancelled due to back order, a new order was 
placed and we hope to have Park & Rec install them for Spring 2023. 

- The intentional coaching for each child while batting seemed to be really lacking; I know 
this young age can be difficult to teach, but there were many instances when kids were 
batting with no direction/correction/skills training 

o We will inform coordinators on how coaches should be helping.  Please keep in 
mind that Coaches are Volunteers trying to do their best and giving up their free 
time to help our children.  We always encourage parents to practice with their 
children too or for professional coaching there is also programs like Sluggers in 
town. 

- giving half of the teams “fancy” uniforms and not the other half was a bit upsetting for 
some kids. (1st/2nd Grade baseball) 

o As noted above, we had more than expected number of children sign up, as a 
result we were forced to use uniforms from previous seasons that are currently 
discontinued. 

- Don't run practices or games beyond the stated ending time, stick to the schedule (3rd 
Grade Baseball) 

o Coaches are instructed on time slots of 90-120 minutes depending on how things 
are moving along in games.  During a game, no inning should start 1 hour and 45 
minutes after the start of the game. 

- It would be better if our games didn't overlap with Fury's schedule. Two of our best 
players missed nearly half of our games. (5th/6th Fall Baseball) 



o As you can imagine, coordinating this would be extremely challenging and we 
would also need to accommodate all other club program’s request too.  We are 
always looking for volunteers to help coordinate, please reach out to 
info@medfieldybs.org  

 
 
 
What should we start doing 
 

- Having coach behind plate to assist with wild pitches speeds things up but was only 
done for a few games.  This should be permanent. (Baseball 3rd grade) 

o 100% agree, we will let the coaches & coordinators know they should do this so 
long as it doesn’t interfere with base runners (1st through 3rd grade). 

- I love that every kid gets several turns to try to hit, but when it's not going well perhaps 
there's another way to help the kid learn more quickly in order to get on base and keep 
the game moving. (1st/2nd Grade baseball) 

o 100% agree on this one too, most coaches are encouraged to fill ‘dead time’ with 
kids practicing in the outfield (where balls are rarely hit) while the other half of 
the team is playing the infield.  We ensure this is covered with coaches and 
coordinators. We also hope to have no more than 8 players per team in the 
Spring for 1st grade which will help move things faster 

- Maybe an optional weekly hitting practice? (1st/2nd Grade baseball) 
o This will be done in the Spring, we have 1 ‘game night’ followed by a skills and 

drills session.  At this age we encourage kids to work with their parents too, 
given the ‘standing around’ the hitting practices are best done in a smaller group 
setting.  However, if coaches would like to use the fields for practices they are 
welcome to do so (Sundays McCarthy park is generally free). 

- My son would love it if uniforms/teams were for MLB teams not just colors. 
o Spring baseball we generally use MLB uniforms for some of the age groups.  

There are higher costs associated with licensing fees for uniforms.  We did use 
Minor league teams, but the licensing changed to Nike and were not available in 
time for ordering last year. 

- Better scheduling to avoid conflicts and the need to change scheduling once the 
season's already begun (i.e., Saturdays were changed because of the congestion at the 
fields due to Medfield Rec soccer and then Tuesdays were changed because it gets dark 
out earlier as the fall progresses). Collaborate with MFR dept. for scheduling, etc. 
(1st/2nd Grade baseball) 

o We work very closely with P&R.  We made the change after the fact to alleviate 
congestion.  With 40 additional kids playing 1st & 2nd grade Fall baseball, there 
were 40 additional cars, so we adjusted. 

o In the Fall MYBS adjusts the time events end due to the earlier sunsets, this is for 
safety reasons.  This was noted on the registration page.  We will continue to do 
this in Fall seasons. 



- Provide transparency - how many and which teams make up each program. (5th/6th Fall 
Baseball) 

o For Majors division, it will depend on the number of 6th graders play (all 6th 
graders make majors).  We generally have 48 kids in majors (on 4 teams), but 
that changes year over year. If you have any questions please contact 
info@medfieldybs.org  

-  Cutoff time of 900 or 915 (5th & 6th grade) 
o The doubleheaders have always been a great tradition for the last 30 years since 

the lights were installed.  Prior to COVID (and working from home), games 
started at 5:30 and 7:30 and would be 2 hours long.  We’ve already adjusted to 
start some games at 5pm so the second game ends at 9pm.   With many parents 
& coaches going back into the office, we will not start games any earlier than 
5pm.  Note that coaches cannot start a new inning if the game has already 
passed 1 hour and 45 minutes of game time. 

- Leveraging baseball resources in town for skills clinics.  If there are parents or residents 
that played baseball at a high level maybe they could run one all grade practice or 
similar 

o 100% agree – and we try, and we would love for people to come forward on this, 
please contact info@medfieldybs.org if you can help! 

- Use SportsEngine like other town sports 
o OK, so I get this request, and we would love to do so (we might actually have to 

since our current platform, League-Athletics,  is being sunset) … but as someone 
who built the site for Medfield Youth Basketball using SportsEngine, it doesn’t 
work for Medfield Youth Baseball.  SportsEngine lacks a ‘Facility Management’ 
tool/engine that ensures that teams are not double booked or shows what fields 
are empty, etc.   The facility scheduling is extremely time consuming and 
cumbersome using SportsEngine as there is no easy to view “Primary” schedule 
to see what is available and what is not available for use, cross referencing of 
locations and availability have to be done by spreadsheet.  So, unless we are 
forced to move off of League-Athletic’s platform, we will not be pushing MYBS to 
go to SE until they have a Facility Management tool.  Over the last two years we 
have asked multiple times about SE’s progress on the facility management 
feature and they’ve said they might have something in 2023 or 2024.   TBH, I 
don’t know why it is taking so long since League-Athletic’s is owned by 
SportsEngine (go figure). 

 


